
Stylist 
 
About Chic Soul 
We know the power that good clothes have to make a woman feel confident. We also know the 
struggle of finding on-trend clothing that fits and flatters women with curves, so we created 
Chic Soul: an online boutique that caters to fashionable women, sizes 10-22. 

We are the fastest growing “curvy” boutique in the country and would love to bring in a 
motivated Stylist who is ready to make an impact and have fun!! 

About the Role 
The Stylist duties involve a wide range of activities that include planning, styling, and organizing 
photo and video shoots. They will partner with our Creative Director on clothing to be 
showcased and applying knowledge of high performing trends to styling decisions. Candidates 
must be creative, possess a keen attention to detail and be highly adaptable and capable of 
working in a fast-paced, entrepreneurial environment. 
 
What you'll do 
-Supervise the Creative Team's daily workflow, assigning project workload and setting and 
monitoring strict deadlines 
-Coordinate the production of content to be featured in advertising, social media platforms, 
and on the website 
-Coordinate indoor/outdoor photo shoots, including specialty and holiday shoots 
-Partner with Buying Team on inventory levels of featured products 
-Partner with Creative Director to "bring their vision" to life, incorporating current fashion and 
e-commerce trends 
-Special Projects 
 
What will make you successful 
·        Excellent understanding of consumer trends 
·        Proficient knowledge of inventory and inventory controls 
·        Competency in Microsoft Word programs and Google Docs 
·        Outstanding interpersonal and communication skills 
·        Outstanding planning, organizational, multitasking, and problem-solving skills 
·        An Associate’s degree or a Bachelor’s degree in fashion merchandising, styling, designing 
or a similar subject is preferred. 
  
If this sounds like the perfect role for you, please submit your resume and cover letter to 
careers@chicsoul.com to apply for this opportunity.  
  
**This role is bonus eligible immediately** 
**401(K) Automatic Contribution and Profit Sharing eligible after 1 year of service. 
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